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ABSTRACT
Information Communication and Technology (ICT) can help to connect people with
information faster. The author decided to share the knowledge of Hajj using IT to
fully utilize advantages of IT. Real-Time Hajj Mobile Guidance (Hajj-G) is designed
to provide real-time guidance to pilgrims in performing Hajj pillars and obligatory
acts which is different from the existing Hajj systems in the market nowadays. Hajj-
G is a proposed solution to solve the problems faced by some pilgrims during Hajj,
where the pilgrims are often confused due to the numerous sequences of the Hajj
riruals. This is due to the flexibility of choosing sequences of Hajj pillars to be
performed. Based on the feedback from experienced Hajj Experts, getting manual
guidance from Hajj experts is not convenient and the Hajj guidance book is not
interactive and cannot help to effectively solve problems faced by the pilgrims. The
objective of this project is to create a mobile checklist that is very cost-effective and
easily accessible by most pilgrims. The application been developed using Rapid
Application Development (RAD) methodology. Android has been chosen as the
mobile platform to optimize the capability of the Android technology and to leverage
on its market potential.
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The author will provide the overview of this project throughout this chapter. This
project focuses on one of the Islamic pillars, which is Hajj. Hajj is an obligatory duty
for all Muslim who have already reached puberty and can afford to cost of the whole
Hajj joumey. This Hajj mobile application aims to solve some common problems
faced by the pilgrims during Hajj.
1.1 Background ofstudy
Real-Time Haji Mobile Guidance is a mobile-based application that can guide
pilgrims during Hajj. Mobile application is a software application used on mobile
phones. Since a few years ago, the mobile applications market is booming due to
the increasing percentage of mobile phone users (Wang,2010).
There are several platforms for mobile applications and the chosen mobile
development platform for Hajj-G is Android. Android is an open source softrrare
and it allows developers to change the codes according to their preferences
(Proffit, 201l). Moreover, it provides a lot of usage and functionality to its users.
Android is one of the mobile software that has many development environments
(Android Developers, n.d). Furthermore, Android is the most compatible mobile
development platform, and the reasons why the author decided to develop this
project using the platform will be discussed in Chapter 2.
This Real-Time Hajj Mobile Guidance is an application that can be used as
guidance for pilgrims, "Last-Minute" pilgrims and Muslims who are interested to
know about manasik (rituals) of Hajj. There are many rules that the pilgrims need
to remember during the whole joumey of Hajj. Besides that, there are also six
pillars and six obligatory acts to be performed.
During the duration of Hajj, all the pilgrim have some flexibility in choosing the
sequences of Hajj rituals they want to perfonn according to their personal
preference. Pilgrims usually will refer to the Hail expert every time they want to
make any decisions regarding the sequences of Haii pillars they want to perform.
Unfornrnately, Hajj experts are not always available whenever the pilgrims need
them. The pilgrims faced this critical problem every time they want to make any
decision and the problem needs immediate advice.
This is one of the reasons why the author chose to develop this project. Thus, the
implementation of Real-Time Hajj Mobile Guidance will benefit all parties
involved since it can assist pilgrims in choosing the sequences of performing the
Hajj rituals and it can help pilgrims to make immediate decision without waiting
for advice from the Hajj expert. It also helps the pilgrims keep track of their Hajj
activities even in the absence of a Haii guide.
1.2 Problem Statement
The author had conducted interviews to get the information regarding problems
faced by pilgrims during Hajj. According to Lembaga Tabung Haji (Pilgrims
Fund Board of Malaysia), every year the Saudi Hajj authority allocates Hajj
places for approximately one percent of the Malaysian population. This
amounted to about 26 thousand Malaysian pilgrims in 2011. However, until
today, most of the pilgrims face the same problems during the perfonning Haii.
The following are the problems addressed by the interviewees and these
problems had been confirmed by one of the Hajj Experts (Abu Seman, 201l):
1. Hajj guidance book is not interactlve.
Pilgrims claim that Hajj guidance book is not interactive because guidance
book only contains paper with Hajj infonnation printed on it (Abu Seman,
20ll). All pilgrim need to digest all the inforrration on their own. So, this
application can help them to solve this problem since the application is more
interactive than the guidance book.
3.
Manual guidance from the Hajj experts is not convenient.
Usually, pilgrims will ask for manual guidance from the experts whenever
they have any doubt regarding the sequences of Hajj. However, Hajj experts
are not always together with the pilgrims. They can only assist the pilgfims if
they are at the same location with the pilgrims when the pilgrims need their
guidance. Thus, this application can help replace Hajj experts and can help
pilgrims in making immediate decisions.
Complexity and flexibility of Hajj.
The pilgrims easily get confuse with sequences of the pillars and obligatory
acts of Hajj. The complexity of performing Hajj is due to the many rules that
pilgnms need to remember during Hajj to ensure they have successfully
completed all the pillars and obligatory acts. Besides that, there is some
flexibility in choosing the sequences of Hajj activities (Ahmad Mokhtar,
201l). The pilgrims can choose the Hajj rituals sequences based on their
interest. Even though pilgrims had been given sufficient Hajj courses before
performing their Hajj, Lembaga Tabung Haji still provide the pilgrims with
Hajj guidance book and assign Hajj experts to assist pilgrims during
pilgrimage. This clearly shows that Hajj is complex.
*Last-minute' pilgrims may not be able to remember all the rules and
required activities.
"Last-minute" pilgrims are pilgrims whom be called for Hajj in less than one
month before the departure date for Hajj. Most of them are not be able to
remember all the rules and required activities within one month. It is because,
besides than preparing themselves with Hajj knowledge, they also need to do
other Hajj preparation such as clothes, and personal things.
Pilgrims always aim to get a valid and perfect Hajj. This causes the pilgrims
to be very careful before doing any of the pillars and obligatory acts.
However, most of pilgrims become confused with the sequences of the rinrals
due to the complexity and flexibility of Hajj.
4.
1.2.1 Problem Identification
The following are the list of problems that the pilgrims and the Hajj
experts are currentlY facing:
l. Pilgrims
The pilgrims usually become confused with the sequences of rituals
that they need to perform during Hajj. This is because all pilgrims had
been given flexibility to choose the sequences of Hajj activities to
perform according to individual interest. Besides that' the Hajj
guidance book is not interactive. This situation forced the pilgrims to
interpret the information written in the Hajj guide book based on their
own understanding. Different people interpret certain matters
differently. Thus, there confusion arises when people discuss the
issues and bring their own understanding towards the problem. They
will also refer to the Hajj experts but Hajj experts are not always
available to assist them.
2. Haij ExPerts
Hajjexpertsarethepeoplewhousuallyhavedeepknowledgeabout
Hajj matters. They give manual guidance to the pilgrims during Haii.
However, each Hajj expert has a huge group of pilgrims to assist' As a
result, they do not have much time to assist every pilgrim regarding
the sequences of Hajj activities to perform since each pilgrim will
have different choices of Hajj activities sequences'
1.2.2 Significance of the Proiect
The important of developing this application is to overcome the
problems faced by pilgrims and give benefit to all parties involved.
This Real-Time Haii Mobile Guidance can guide the pilgrims to make
immediate decisions regardrng the sequances of Haii activities that
they need to perform according to their personal choices. The
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application also helps ensure the pilgrims perform all the pillars and
obligatory acts.
There will be also an added-value on this application, in which the
application can educate pilgrims interactively on what are the duties
that the pilgrims need to do during each Hajj activity. The pilgrims
can also view the checklist of Hajj activities that had been
successfully done by them. From this checklist, the pilgrims can know
their Hajj progress.
1.3 Objectives & Scopes of study
The objectives of this Real-Time Hajj Mobile Guidance project are:
l. To study the Hajj problem and develop the design for the project.
2. To conduct research on the best platform for development.
3. To develop the application that embedded with several necessary
functionalities.
4. To conduct the usability test on the developed prototype.
The scope of study is focusing on the development of mobile application that can
provide real-time guidance to pilgrims during Hajj. The study area involved in
the project is study the different types of Hajj and the rules of Hajj. This project
focuses only on Hajj Tammatu' which required the author to really understand
and analyze this Hajj category. It also includes the understanding of duties that
need to be performed in order to get a valid Haii as well as the related dumm
(compensations).
Since the project is technology-based, the author needed to research various
technologies and the capabilities that each technology offers. The author also
needed to research the most suitable mobile platform to develop this project.
The study includes the identification of the flow of activities which represent the
activities sequences in the mobile application. An entity relationship diagram will
be created for the conceptual design of the real-time guidance application.
1.3.1
1.3.2
Relevancy of the Project
The implementation of this Real-Time Hajj Mobile Guidance is
relevant to pilgrims because it can assist all pilgrims during Hajj. All
pilgrims can make immediate choices of the sequences in perforuring
the rituals according to their personal preferences. For the time being,
the author just implement for one type of Hajj first which is Haii
Tammatu' for this Final Year Project development before it can be
applicable for the other two types of Hajj which are Haii lfrad and
Hajj Qiran.
Feasibility of the Project within the Scope and Time Frame
The application will be completed based on the given time frame. The
author has two (2) semesters, which is enough to complete this
project. During the first semester, the author will concentrate more on
research and writing the Final Year Project report. on the other hand,
during the second semesters, the author will focus more on
implementing the real working application.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATI,]RE, REVIEW
The author will discuss in details about the research done that strpport the
development of Real-Time Hajj Mobile Guidance in this chapter. It includes the
review and analysis of the work related to the specific topics in this research area.
2. 1 Information and Communicatlon Technolory GCT)
The processing, storage and broadcast of infonnation using computer and
telecommunications is known as information and communication technology QCQ.
ICT is an area that managing technology from wide range of areas including
computer software, computer hardware, information systems, programming
languages.
In term of education, it means the implemenation of inforrration and commrmication
technologies equipment and tools in teaching and learning process. ICT also Enabld
leaming through multiple intelligence mediums such as simulation garnes, mobile
guidance and others.
It gives many impacts to various aspects. It helps to facilitate a molr acccssible
world" increase in freedom of expression, increase access to inforrration and reduce
remoteness (Sheatran, n.d). In the other words, ICT enables the user to reach the
information easily using wide range of platforrr. With ICT, everything is on the gscr
fingertips.
2.2 Advantages of ICT
One of the advantages of IT is computerized which it can convert all information into
a computer-based for increased productivity and make the information global
accessible. Besides that, IT also connects people faster with the inforrration required
(Buzzle.com, 201 l).
Besides that, ICT can process repetitive processing better than human. Human
usually get tired and lose concentration when they have to repeat the same task again
and again. However, machines able to perform the same task repeatedly with
consistent quality.
Data communications are fast and accurate which it can reach the data needed from
any places in the world within few seconds only. For example, we can search a
document from Oxford University student journal within few seconds using Intemet
website. Moreover, data can be output into the devices in a variety fomtats. For
example, if a user what to make a checklist about Hajj, the user can displays the
checklist in a list of checkbox with the information about Hajj on it.
It also provides cost-effectiveness because it provides more information for less
money spends for the information. In order to fully utilize the advantages of ICT, the
author decide to spread the knowledge of Hajj using ICT.
2.3 Hajj
As a Muslim, there are five basic acts that need to be performed and all these five
basic acts are called Five Pillars of Islam. These five pillars are considered as
obligatory by Sunni Muslims. The five pillars are recite the shahada, perfomr the
Islamic daily prayers which is five times a day, fasting during Ramadan" paylng
Zakat and perform Hajj which is pilgrimage to Mecca during months of Haii
(Muhammad Dindang, 2003).
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Hajj is a duty that a, Musrim who had reached the age of puberty need to perform(Ahmad, 2006). A, Musrim can perfomr Haii during the months of Hajj, which isfrom r Syawar untir sunrise on l0 Dhur Hijjah. It is essentiar for a, Musrim toperform all the five pillars of Islam, which include Hajj.
Hali is a duty of necessary which means that it is compursory for Muslim whom haveenough money needed for their journey to Mecca and back home, for their say
ffi,Hj"ffiincluding monev for dailv necessities of their famly members
There are three type of Hajj (Bayat, 2006). The folrowing are the tlpe of Hafi:
l. Haijrfrad
This is the simprest Hajj. pilgrims whom perform Hajj Itad wi, perform Haii aroneduring the months of Hajj.
2. Haij Oiran
This hajj means combine two things. p,grims wi, simurtaneousry perform Haii andUmrah during the months of Hajj.
3. Hajj Tammatnr,
This hari means to take advantage of fac,ity. p,grims who pcrform this kind of Haii],,ffi"* umrah first and onry after that they w,r performHaii d,ring the months
Pilgrims need to perfonn all the pillars and obligatory acts toHajj. pitgrims have the flexibitity to choose the sequenc_ 




is traversing between Safa and Marwah for seven times and to shave the head for
male or cut some hair (Baianonic, 2000).
For the obligatory acts, pilgrims need to do all the acts.If they failed to accomplish
one of the obligatory acts, they need to pay dumm(compensation). All the obligatory
acts of Hajj are Niyyah(intention) at Miqat, l4tuqoof at Muzdalifah, Mabit at Mina,
pelting ar Jamrah Kubra, avoid doing all the thifieen prohibitions, and pelting at the
three Jamrat.
2.4 Existing System Developed for Hajj
There are lots of existing systems for Hajj that available in the market nowadays.
The example platform used by the existing system are mobile application, 3D
application, website and PC software. One example of mobile application for Hajj is
Hajj & Omrah (Video) Authentic Guidance. This application is designed for mobile
iOS. The purpose of the system is to provide a better way to learn on how to perform
Hajj and Umrah using video. (ZDNet, 201l).
The Development of 3D Tawaf Simulation for Hajj Training Application Using
Virtual Environment is one example of 3D application. This application aims to
provide interactive training method for Hajj education in Malaysia by providing the
user a scene of one of the Hafj pilgrimage rituals, which is Tawaaf (Mohd RahinU
Azizul Fata, Basori, Rosman, Nizar and Mohd Yusof,2011).
For website developed for Hajj, one of the website is Web-based Hajj Simulation
Software. It used to provide interactive ways of learning Haii through simulation
(Fathnan, Wibowo, Hidayat, Marenda and Ferdiana, 2010). An example of PC
software for Hajj is Hajj and Umrah 1.0 that display all the information for Hajj
together with collection of Quranic verse on Hajj and Umrah (PDATopSoft, n.d).
People nowadays rarely used PC so{tware since it is not convenient.
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All the existing system developed for Hajj mainly focus on how to guide pilgrims
and and provide information about Hajj and Umrah. Unfornrnately, these available
systems do not help to overcome problems faced by pilgrims that the author had
discussed in Chapter l.
2.5 Mobile Application
Mobile application is synonymous with our daily lives nowadays. Mobile application
is software that runs on smart phones or mobile phones. It designed to educate,





According to mobiThinking (2011) about 77 percent of the world population are
mobile subscribers. Based on Figure 2.1, the big ratio of mobile subscriberclearly
shows the huge number of mobile usem. Over 110,000 mobile applications had been
developed daily and more than 15 million consumets arc using this application
(Farago, 2011). This eventually shows the high demand of mobile applications
nowadays.
Mobile application can created across a wide area of usage and functionality. One of
the add-value of mobile application is it can provide interactivity which is absent in a
traditional books. Besides that, mobile phones have large storage space and for
Mobile Subscribers in the World
Figure 2.1: Mobile Subscribers in the World (mobiThinking)
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example 2GB storage space store up to 20 mobile applications. Thus, it can store
more information compare to book.
Hajj guidance using mobile applications is more practical and convenient than using
Hajj guidance books. The light and small size of the mobile phones will be the add-
value for the pilgrims since they need to travel to many places during the Haii.
2.6 Mobile Application Share Market
Comparison between different mobile OS market share shows the various market
shares from all around the world together with the percentage share for each mobile
os from region to region. ioS have most of the market share in Germany, Spain, and
Australia. Blackberry has large market share in UK and USA. Android has
conquered most of the market share in South Korea.
Ltco..at r3lob.ah
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Figure 2.2zTop 8 Mobile oSs from september 2010 ro septe,mber 20ll
(GlobalStats, 201l)
From the data extracted according to Figrue 2.2, the top forn mobile operating
systems in the world from September 2010 to september 201I are Symbian os, io5,
Android OS and Blackberry OS.
L2
For the last six months, among new smart phone users, Android is leading the mobile
OS market (Nielsen, 2011). According to a new survey from technology-tracking
firm comscore Inc. (Valentino-DeVries, 201l), Americans used mobile phones that
embedded with Android system powered by Google Inc. rather than Apple Inc. 's
iPhone.
A! 'ff lplEr rc!! rarrr I lt l-a{ A.{wrtr
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Figure 23: All Smartphone Subscribers (DailyTech, 201l)
The Figure 2.3 shows that Android Market Share reaches 56 percent because most of
the acquirers choose an Android device. Based on prediction, Symbian OS will be
the top mobile OS market in20l2, followed by Android (Bradley, 2009). Blackberry
will move to the third and iOS will be the four:th. High-end Nokia phone which uses
operate using Symbian OS is ctnrently leading the smart phone market and Nokia
will continue to be the dominance of the market if only it makes a partnership with
Microsoft.
Based on the market share analysis, it can be concluded that Symbim OS and
Android OS will be holding more market share in future and Nokia will be continue
to play an important role for some of the emerging cotmtries.
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2.7 Androld
The four main development environments that will be discussed in further are
Android, Java ME, Windows Mobile and Symbian OS. l) Android is a Linrx based
operating system introduced by Google for smart phone. 2) Java ME supports large
range of mobile devices up to high-end Symbian devices. 3) Windows Mobile
enables a high-end mobile device to take advantages of Microsoft .Net compact
framework and it is an alternative for professional users. 4) Symbian OS is an open
source operating system for high-end Nokia phone.
The following justification related to the comparison of Android, Symbian OS and
Window Mobile is summarized from (Spekmann, 2008). The first comparison is
about open platform. The criteria of open platforrr are it allows the system to have
more functionality. An open platforrr must be compatible with all mobile devices
and it must have several ways of network (communication and connectivity). Based
on the criteria of open platform, all the operating systems achieve the criteria that
allow developer to build application on it. However, only Android enables
developers to develop a free application.
Platform can be more open and attractive if they have several standards. Some of the
important standards that need to be considering for this system ane using standard
programming language like Java and use data synchronization such as SpcML. All
the three mobile operation system using data synchronization but only Android is
using Java as the programming language.
L4











Have interesting way to
distribute application,
which is using Android
market.





. support many types of
devices.
. Must extent certain
base MIDlet
application to get the
test run.
. Ondevice debugging is
limited on Sp$ian
phones.
Windows Mobile . Prograrnming language
tightly integrated with
operating system.
. Complete interface for
application development.
. Good integration benreen
development environment
and actual device.
. Tight connection with
Microsoft.
o Limited to Visual
Studio develo,p by
Microsoft.
Table 2.1: Advantages and Disadvantage of Androi( Java ME and Windows Mobilc
(Gronli, Hanse,n and Ghineao 2010).
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Throughout the analysis made from Table 2.1, Andrcid is the best mobile
environment among the other leading mobile environment. Android is an open
platform and it has all standard needed for open platfonn. It has the benefit of tightly
integrated with the operating system on the mobile phone. Android also bring a new
and interesting way to distribute application, which is through Android market.
Besides that, Android provides a better development environment because it includes
device emulator, debugging tools and a plugin for Eclipse IDE. It also has a wide
range of media support for still image, audio and video. It also have a bright future




In this chapter, the author will discuss phase-by-phase the development of the Real-
Time Hajj Mobile Guidance according to the phases in System Development Life
Cycle (SDLC). There are several types of system development methodologies, and
each methodology has different unique approach to implement the SDLC.
3.1 System Development Methodologr
The author decides to develop this application using Rapid Application Developmeirt
(RAD) model. This RAD model is a model for softrrare process. This model is being
selected because it uses iterative protoqping and suitable for resource constraints
project (Mortimer, 1995). Figure 3.1 shorr the RAD model thst b€en us€d to
implement the SDLC. Besides that, it uses minimal planning and analysis and focus
more on prototyping.
Dcnrrrtnta
Flgure 3.1: Rapid Application Development (RAD) Model (Martiq l99l)
This model is more effective to be implement comparc to the other SDIJC model
because it is designed for tight time-scale project development. The author only has
two (2) semesters to accomplish this project and this is one of the rca$ono lvhy thc
author chooses to use RAD model. RAD model is morc applicable tban Wat€rhll
model because the author can continuously work with the prototlping rmtil it mocts
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the user needs. This is important because the prototyping of the application usually
change from time to time according to the users requirements'
However, not all the phases in SDLC are included due to time constraints. Therefore,
this chapter will only include six (6) phases of the RAD model, which are planning,
analysis, design, prototyping cycle, testing and implementation.
3.2 Planning and Data Gathering Phase
The first phase of the project development is the planning and data gathering phase.
This phase is important since it define all infomration that is requircd to ensure the
development of the project successful. The following are the steps that been carried
out by the author during this Phase:
The author redefined the topic for this project. The background study,
problem statement, objectives, scope of the application and existing research
paper that related to this project are identified and documented-
Decide the tools that required for the development of the application.
Implement the Gantt chart to plan the project scheduling and time allocation
for each necessary task. Gantt chart of the project is attached in Appendix.
Appendix I shows the Gantt chart for the first half of the project development
and Appendix 2 shows the Gantt chart for the second half of the project
development.
The method that been used to gather data that required for is interviews and





After the planning phase is completed, the author proceeds to the second phase of the
project development, which is analysis phase. This phase is important because result
of the analyzed data will determine whether the application meets the user
requirements or not. During this phase, the author analyzed all the data and
requirements collected during planning phase. The following are the steps taken
during the analysis phase:
. The author conducted an interview to gather the information regarding
problems faced by the pilgrims. The result of the interview will be discussed
in chapter 4.
. The author analyzed the best method to overcome problems faced by the
pilgrims using research paper.
The author produce a flowchart that describes the flow of the application
based on the result of the interview.
The author develops an understanding of the users activities and how the
users interact with the application.
3.4 Design Phase
During design phase, the author needs to design the graphical user interface, the
conceptual, physical designas well as the system architecture of the application. All
the designs are important for the development of the system. These designs are based
on the result of the data analysis.
Graphical User Interface
Before the author can start with the programming part, the author
needs to have a developed and tested paper-based graphical user
interface design (Sommerville, 2004). In order to come with a
developed and tested designs, the author need produce paper-basd




based design needs to be evaluated by the users. The author has to
collect all the information regarding the users' response towards the
interface.
After getting all the feedback from the users about the user interface,
the author started to design the real working interface using Adobe
Photoshop. The graphical user interface design will be discussed in
details in chapter 4.
Conceptual Design
The author has to design the UML diagram, which consists of package
diagram and flow chart of the application in order to produce
conceptual design. This conceptual design includes the functionality
of the application and the sequences of Real Time Haji Mobile
Guidance activities. Package diagram is used to show the data model
of the application, which includes the logical relationships betrree,n
package diagrams. Besides that, flow chart shows the process of the
system. The author use OmniGraffle softrrare to constructs these
diagrams. The outcome of the results will be discussed in chapter 4.
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3.4.3 Physical Design
T'he pro.iect will be developed using a personal computer that has the
required software. ln order to design the graphical user interface, the
author needs Adobe Photoshop software. For development using
Android environment, it needs an Android emulator, which an
Android SDK has to be installed. Table 3.1 shows the specifications in
developing the project:
3.4.4
Table 3.1: Development Environment Specifications
System Architecture
This Real-Time Hajj Mobile Guidance is a stand-alone application
which integreted with a database. This database is used to store all the
data input by the user of the system. The author used the SQLite
database for this application. This is to ensure all the data will be store
parmenantly in the application and the data been stored can be
retrieved whenever the user wish to continue using the application.
Refer Figure 3.2 for the Real-Time Hajj Mobile Guidance (Haii4)
system architecture.
Haji4 application
Figure 3.2: Real-Time Hafi Mobile Guidance System Architecture.
Tools Specifications
3[oftware Eclipse IDE, Android SDK Adobe Photoshop
Flardware Personal Computer, Android Phone
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3.5 Prototyping Cycle Phase
After the conceptual and graphical user interface design completed, the author
proceed to the next phase. The fouth phase for RAD model is prototlping cycles.
During this phase, the author continuously refines, build and demonstrate the
prototype until it meets the users need and satisfaction. The author need to install all
the software required such as Eclipse IDE and Android SDK before the author can
start to develop the prototype. The following are the ste,ps carried out for prototlping
cycle:
' The author needs to refine the prototype model that meets the users
requirement.
' The prototype been build based on the conceptual and the graphical user
interface design.
' The author codes the XML design of the graphical user interface for the
protot)?e.
' The author codes the class diagram of the prototype, which consists of the
attributes and function for each class.
. After the cycle of the prototlpe done, the author demonstrate the prototlrye to
the users.




After the author had developed a prototype that meets the user satisfaction, the
author can stafi with testing of the prototype. The author selects several qualified
tester to test the prototype. Among the qualified tester are lecturers, parents, and
students. Besides than testing the usability of the system, they also test the flow of
the activities.
In order to test the functionalities and the integration of the application, the author
had developed an integration test plan. For testing phase, the author conducted a
post-implementation survey to evaluate the effectiveness of the prototype. The
enhancement of the prototype will be taken into consideration based on the results
gathered from testing phase. The result of the post-implementation survey and
integration test plan will be discussed in Chapter 4.
3.7 Implementation Phase
The final phase for project development is implementation phase. During this phase,
the author can start to implement the complete application before the application can
be delivered to the useni. The complete application is the enhancement of the
prototype based on the feedback gathered during testing phase.
Most of the time allocated for this project development is devoted to implementation
phase. A big part of this phase is related to the technical works such as hardcode the
real working system. The result during the implementation phase will be discussed in




After the system development life cycle had been completed, the author manages to
gather all the results of the project development. This chapter will be divided into
rwo parts; part one consist of discussion about the results from the interviews
conducted, the proposed solution, the UML diagram, the functionalities of the
application, the sequences of the application activities, basic navigation procedure
and part two will discuss about the project development, integration test plan and
post-implementation survey.
4.1 Interview Result
The author had conducted interviews to several parties whom involved with Haii.
The aim of these interviews is to get explanation from for a better understanding
about the current Hajj situation. The following are the parties whom involved with
Hajj:
4.1.1 Parties whom involved with Hajj
Hajj Expert: The terrr "Haji Expert" refers to the person who guides
pilgrims during Hajj. Hajj Expert has high knowledge about Hajj and
Hajj Experts usually give manual guidance to the pilgrims during the
Hajj journey.
Pilgrims: The term "Pilgrims" refers to the person who perforrrs Haii.
Pilgrims use Hajj Guidance Book as the references. However, most of
the time, pilgrims seek for manual guidance from the Haii Expert if
pilgrim has any doubt during the Haiijourney. It is because book is not
interactive in give guidance.
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In order to develop the Real-Time Hajj Mobile Guidance, the author needs to
understand the overall flow of Hajj activities. Several meetings with the parties
involved as mention in Section 4.1.1 had been conducted. It is because the parties
can be considered as clients whom hire the author to develop the Real-Time Hali
Mobile Guidance. The following arc the questions asked to the parties:
4.1.2 What are the problems faced by the pilgrims during Hatj?
The common problem faced by most of the pilgrims is they usually get
confused with the sequences of Haii rituals to perform. This is due to the
complexity and flexibility of Hail. Besides that, the pilgrims need to pay the
dumm (compensation) if they unable to perfomr any of the Haii obligatory
and pillar acts or they do any of the prohibitions during State of Ihram.
Different dumm applies in different situations.
4.13 What are the problems faced by the Hajj Expert during Half?
The main responsibility of the Haii Expert is to give manual guidance to the
pilgrims during Hajj journey. However, they will not always available
whenever the pilgrims need them. Moreover, it is not convenient for the Hajj
Expert to entertain each of the pilgrims on the same time. It is because
different pilgrims usually request for different manual guidance based on
their own personal preferences.
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4.1.4 Explain the flow of actions that the pilgrims usually take to
oyercome the problem faced during HaJJ.
There are several actions that can be taken by the pilgrims to overcome the
problem faced as discuss in Section 4.1.2. Figure 4.1 show the flow chan of
actions that the pilgrims usually take to overcome the problem faced during
Haii.
Flgure 4.1: Flow Chart of Action Take,n by Pilgrims
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The first action that the pilgrims will take is referring back to Hajj Guidance
Book to solve the problem they currently faced. They need to digest all the
information written in the book in order to get a clear understanding about the
issue.
If the Hajj Guidance Book does not solve the problem, the second action that
the pilgrims will do is seeking advices from the other pilgrims regarding the
problem. However, the pilgrims rarely take this action since pilgrims usually
perform Hajj in-group and pilgrims from the same group will face same
problems.
If the other pilgrims unable to advise them, pilgrims will undertake the next
action which is getting the manual guidance from the Hajj Expert. This is the
most preferable action taken by most of the pilgrims since Hajj Expert have
high knowledge in Hajj and Hajj Expen can give manual guidance which is
easier to be understood compare to understanding infonnation written in the
book.
If the Hajj Expert is not available to assist pilgrims regarding their Haii
problem, the pilgrims need to wait until the Hajj Expert is available. This
situation will eventually waste the pilgrims' time while waiting for the Haji
Expert because the pilgrims cannot make any immediate decisions without
any guidance from the Hajj Experts.
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4.1.5 Explain the flow of the Haji Tammatu' pillar acts activities and
where do you take Part ?
For Hajj Tammatu', the pilgrims need to perform Umrah at first before they
can proceed with Hajj. Figure 4.2 shows the flow chart of Hajj activities that
need to be performed by all the pilgrims. This flow char:t only consists of
pillar activities only.




During Umrah, the pilgrims need to perform the Umrah Niyyah, Tawaaf,
Saee and Head Shaving. All these acts need to be done in orderly one after
anotlrer. Before the pilgrims done with the Umrah, they need to pay dumm lf
they do any of the prohibitions during the State of lhram or unable to perform
any of the Umrah obligatory and pillar acts. The Hajj Expert is need when the
pilgrims need to pay the dumm. It is because the pilgrims need the Hajj
Expert to guide them on which type of dumm they need to pay since different
dumm will be apply for different situation.
After the pilgrims are done with Umrah, they need to wait until 8 Dhul Hiiiah
before they can start performing the Hajj pillar acts. During Hajj, the pilgrims
need to perform the Haii Niyyah and then Wuqoof, which they will stay at
least one night at Arafah. After performing lluqoof, the pilgrims will be
given two choices either to perform Tawaaf or Head Shaving.
If they choose to perform Tawaaf instead of Head Shaving, the pilgrims need
to perform the pillars act according to the sequences shown in Figure 6, and
vice versa. The Hajj Expert is really needed after the pilgrims had decided
which act to perform based on the choices given. It is because pilgrims easily
get confuse with the sequences to perform based on their choices. This is due
to the different choices has different sequences of pillars act to perform.
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4.1.6 If this application will be developed to overcome problems faced by
the parties involved in Hajj, what is your opinion and suggestion of the
user interface design?
Pilgrims strongly agreed with the implementation of this application.
Everyone seem to experience some difficulties with the traditional ways of
overcome problems faced during Hajj, based on the problem statements
discussed in Chapter l. Hajj Expert also claims that they need the application
in helping them to assist the pilgrims during Haii.
Both parties did point out some suggestions on how they want the application
to be look like. They drew several paper-sketch of the application interfaces
and the author evaluates on how to develop it. Every week, the author will
schedule an appointment with the both parties to get the feedback on the
prototype. If any, the author will refines and rebuild the prototype based on
the feedback. This step is called the protoqping cycle. The prototype will
keep on changing until it meets the user satisfaction.
4.1.7 Is there any restrictions in using moblle gadgets during the Hajj
journey?
According to the Saudi Arabia laws, the usage of mobile gadgets in restricted
at Madinah, which is not related to the places to perforrr Hajj activities.
Besides that, it is not encourage for the pilgrims to use mobile gadgets while
performing Hajj. This issue would not be a problem for the pilgrims to use
this Real-Time Hajj Mobile Guidance because this mobile application
purpose aims to assist pilgrims in choosing the sequences of Haij activities to
perform.
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1.2 Proposed Solution: Checklist
[n order to solve the problem, the author decides to use checklist method. Checklist
Ls a list consists of important actions or steps to be taken in a specific order according
:o Mindfire Solutions (2003). This is the most suitable method to overcome this
problem since the problem that been faced by most of the pilgrim is they easily get
confuse with the sequences of the pillars and obligatory acts.
The advantages using checklist over other methods is checklists can work as a
reminder because there are possibility pilgrims will forget any of the pillars and
obligatory acts. This is due to the flexibility in perfonning the pillars and obligatory
acts. It can also give a clear overview of what pilgrims need to do because the
checklist only describe exactly what duties a pilgrim need to do.
Checklist can save time because a pilgrim does not need to spe'nd time remembering
the steps all the time. Checklist can also help pilgrims to achieve their aims to gst a




Refer Figure 4.3 for the UML package diagram of the Real-Time Hajj Mobile
Guidance. There are lots of changes and discussions have done by the author before
the author can successfully produce a correct diagrarn with all the application
functionalities.
Flgure 43: Package Diagram of Real-Time Hali Mobile Guidance
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4.4 Functionalities of Real-Time Haji Mobile Guidance
For the development of the Real-Time Hajj Mobile Guidance, the author decides to
develop an application that can provide real-time guidance to pilgrims during the
Hajj joumey. This application wills immediate give options for the pilgrims to
choose the next acts that they need to perform based on destination, if any.
Therefore, this function definitely overcomes problems currently faced by most of
the pilgrims during Hajj based on the problem statements discussed in Chapter 1
The second functionality that this application provides is it able to assist pilgrims in
terms of actions that the pilgrims need to perform for each Haii activities. For each
Haif activities, a brief description is provided. The application also provides the
recommended activities to be done by the pilgrims during each Hajj activities. It is
aim to provide last-minute guidance for the pilgrims because all the pilgrims been
assume to have plenty of Hajj knowledge before they start their Hajj.
Enable the pilgrims to check their Haji progress is the third functionalities that this
application provided. This progress checklist will show the Haii pillars and
obligatory acts that been successfully done by the pilgrims. From this checklist,
pilgrims can easily trace any acts is that is not completed. The progress checklist
function helps the pilgrims to keep track with the Hali pillars and obligatory acts they
had performed.
This application is also embedded with date restriction. The application will
automatically notiff the pilgrims either the time is valid or not to perforrr some of
the Hajj activities. It is because some of the Hajj activities need to be done during
specific time only. The additional feature of this application is it available in nvo
languages, which are English and Malay.
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4.5 Sequences of Real-Tlme HaJJ Moblle Guidance Activities
Before starting with the development of the real working application, the author must
gather and analyses the sequences of the Hajj activities. The flow of activities started
with Umrah activities followed by Haii activities starting on 8 Dhul Hriiah. Refer
Figure 4.4 for the flow chart of this application. This flow chart includes the
activities path for each chosen destination as well as chosen Nafar.
From this flow chart, the author also develops a timeline of Haij activities. This is
because there is a specific period of time to perform some of the activities. This
timeline only consists of Hajj activities since Umrah activities can be perforrr at
anytime before 8 Dhul Hrjjah. Refer Figure 4.5 for the timeline of Haii activities.
Since this application needs to be synchronized with time and darc of the device, the
author used this timeline as the guideline to implement the time and date in the
application.




















































































































































4.6 Basic Navigation Procedure
Every time the user starts this application, the first screen that will be seen is the
Main Menu of the application. Refer Figure 4.6 for the navigation of activities for
this application. On the Main Menu screen, there are four buttons, which are
"Resume", "Start", "Hajj Progress" and "Setting" that link to several diffenent
activities. The "Resume" buffon will navigate the user to the last activity that the user
been working on. The "Start" button will navigate the user to the activity that starts
new Hajj checklist activities. The "Haji Progtess" button will link to the progess
activities, which enable the user to view their current Haii progress. Lastly, the
"Setting" button link to an activiry, which enable the user to reset the application.
This navigation is designed to help the author in developing the real
workingapplication.
Figure 4.6: Navigation of Real-Time Haif Mobile Guidance Activitics
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4.7 User Interface Prototype
The process of designing and developing the graphical user interfaces for this Real-
Time Hajj Mobile Guidance involve lots of end-users. It is difficult for the author or
the user to design and develop the suitable user interface abstractly because it is hard
to explain exactly what the user want. By having a physical prrototype, it is easier to
identity the most suitable user interface prototype to be integrated with the
application functionality.
The first stage of designing the prototype is by having the paper-based design uscr
interface which is the most efficient method to start a prototlpe development. For
each screen, the author included a description of the fimctionality carrid by the
particular screen and the layout design, which comprises of the text view, checkbox,
button and other layout elements that is necessary.
During the second stage, the author can start to develop the prototlpe bascd on thc
user interface design that had been discussed before. At this stage, the author ablc to
present the real working prototype to the user and the author can constantly enhem
the user interface prototype until it meets the user satisfaction.
The following are the details of the prototype design:
. Screen Layout Design
The pilgrims will use this application, so the interface should be mo,re
professional. Each activity scrcen will be embedded with an actim bu on the
top of the page. The action bar consists of a button that will navigatc tbe tscr
to the main menu and a text view that displays the tlpe of Hajj thst thc
pilgrims perform. Figure 4.7 shows the layout desigu for each activity lrcrceo.
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Action Bar
Figure 4.7: Scree,n Layout Design
. Color
The application is design based on three colorg which erc light bhrc, bhck
and green. The author decides to use these colors becausc thc combination of
these colors can produce an application that is suiable for all rm& of agss.
Graphical Design
This application is not necessarily need lots of graphical d6ign sincc the eim
of this application is to assist the pilgims duing Hajj. The worting area oly
consists of check box, text view and button to make thc ryplication simphr
and easier to be used.
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4.E Project Development
In this part. the author will discuss the results of the developed application. This
section will be divided in three phase; phase one will discuss the developmenr sf rlre
basic functionalities of the application, phase tw'o discuss the developmenr lbr
Umrah activities and phase three discuss the development for Hajj acri\ ities.
For phase one, the author will discuss in details the basic functionalities 6f rhc
application. Every time the user mns the application. the Main Menu scrc'en u,ill
appear. Figure a.8(a) shows the Main Menu screen in English language and Figurc
4.8(b) shows the Main Menu screen in Malay language.
(a) in English language (b) in Malay language
Figure 4.8: Main Menu screen
If there is no current activity in the database, the Resume button will be dis.rbled. Or
else, clicking the Resume button will navigate the user to the current activity the user
is working with before the user return to the Main Menu. The Start button will
navigate the user to the first activity screen, which is Umrah Niyyah. This activity.




By clicking on the Setting button, the user will be navigated to the setting options as
shown in Figure a.9 @). The application allows the user to reset the applicatiorl
which removing all the activities that previously been stored in the &abase. An alert
dialog as shown in Figure 4.9 (b) will pop up beforc the uscr c8n res€t the






The Hajj Progress enabled the user to check their curent Hajj progress. It shows the
status for each part of the Hajj Tammatu'; Umrah and Hajj. A text will appear if rhar
particular part of Hajj activities completed, as shown in Figure 4.10(a). The user can
check the status of the details for each part of Hajj Tammatu' by clicking on the irem






(a) Activities Starus (b) Details of Activities
Hajj Progress screenFigure 4.10:
Besides showing the status for each part of Hajj activities, it also shows the starus for
each Hajj achievement; Tahallul Awal and Tahallul Thani. A text will appear if the
user had achieved these Hajj achievements.
Progross Actlvldcs for UmrJr









During phase two, the author develop the activities for Umrah which is the first part
of Hajj Tammatu'. Whenever the user clicks on Start button, the user will be
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Figure 4.11: Umrah NiYYah screen
The Umrah Niyyah screen wills displays all the activities that the user need to
perform. The application also enables the user to play the Niyyah audio and refer to
the image of UmrahNiyyah statement for niyyah recitation.
The Done button will only be able to click by the user if the use had chocked all the
checkbox as shown in Figure 4.ll(b). The Done button will be disabled in the user
rmchecked one of the checkbox as shown in Figure a.l l(a).
Umreh tllyyrh
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The application will also notifu the user if the user already in the state of lhrasm.
Refer Figure 4.12 for the notification dialog. This notification is important becausc
while performing Hajj, the user need to be aware of the prohibitions during Ihraam.
Figure 4.12: State of Ihraam dialog
Once the user click on the Done button at Umrah Niyyah scle€n, the user will bc
navigated to the next activity according to the s€quences which arc Prohibitions
during Ihram, followed by Tawaaf. The user needs to obey to all the Tawaaf rules in
order to get a valid Tawaaf. Refer Figure 4.13 for Tawaaf Chec@int screcn. If thc
user violated any of the rules, the user needs to re-perform the Tawaaf. Or else' thc
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Figure 4.13: Tawaaf Chec@int screen
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Before the user can completely perform his Umrah, he must pay his dumm, if any.
According to the checklist of Umratr dumm checked by the user as shown in Figrne
4.14, this application able to automatically classiff and display the list of dumm tl1p1t
the user need to pay as shown in Figure 4.15(a). The application displays the dctails
payment for each type of dumn whenever the user click on the item list as shown in
Figure 4.15O).
Figure 4.14: Checklist forUmrah dumm
of Dumm (b) Details of payment for cach Asnn
Figure 4.15: Dumm nced to be Poid
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After the user has done with the dumm payment, a dialog box will pop up noti$ing
the user of their pilgrimage status. If the current date is not rcach the valid date to
perform Hajj, a dialog box will inform the user to wait until rhe valid date for
performing Hajj to proceed with the second part of Hajj Tammatu'. Or els€, a dialog
box will inform the user that the user can proceed with Hajj Niyyah. Refer Figure
4.16 for the pilgrimage status.
Figure 4.16: Pilgrim Status (Umrah)
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Phase three will discuss in details about the development of the second part of the
Hajj Tammatu' which is Hajj activities. The author develops this phase based on the
sequences of Hajj activities shown in Section 4.5.
When the user is done with Umrah part, the user will be navigated to the Hajj Niyyah
screen, which enable the user to start performing Hajj. Haij Nilyah is the first
activity for Hajj part. After the user is done with Hajj Niyf,lt" the uscr will bc
navigated to the next activity, which is the Prohibitions during lhraam, followed by
Wuqoof at Arafat.
There are some activities such as Wuqoof at Arafat aln.d Mabil at Muzddifah thet
needs certain requirement to be fulfilled before the activities can be perfonncd. The
application needs the user to check on the requirement before the uscr can pcrform
the activities as shown in Figure a.l7(a\. A dialog box will be pop+ry displaying the
result from the pre-requisition input as shown in Figure 4.17(b), if any.
Wtqoof
Pra-7lqJlltc:
t/lea atr ar g m*r{*r




Flgure 4.17: Wuqoof CheckPoint.
@) Result dialog box
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If the user meets all the pre-requisition, the user will be navigated to the Wuqoof at
Arafat activity. The same procedure will be applied to Mabit at Muzdalifah activity.
which the user must meets all the pre-requisites at first before the user can continue
with this activity.
Besides that, the application will also displays the recommendation activities as
shown in Figure 4.18. These recommendation activities are activities that the user
can perform besides than the main activity on that particular time.
Wuqool
Adlvlty:
srr:t/P6 by Arrr fq r Lr hr
r nhih bcucrn Drhr on 9 ohul
uxry$ until brfor? Fir m l0 ohl
re!..
..kr@ffidMs.!:
Pr Ffi. oillrr, l[uh rrn dl6
Figure 4.18: Recommendation of activities.
Based on the functionalities discussed in Section 4.4, this application provides the
real-time guidance to the pilgrims during the Hajj journey. This application
immediate give options for the user to choose the next act to perform based on
destination as shown in Figure 4.19 after the user is done with Mabit at Muzdslifah.
Plaasa droora naxt dastlna0fi:
I b t, .r!. .r
(ler lcdt to tdl.rr alli tuf.
C,E*llrrio(dlE-nFdilltl
Xr&a,
Figure 4.19: Choices of destination.
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If the user decides to change the destination later on, a confinnation dialog will pop
up as shown in Figure 4.20 to notiry the user about the changes. The confirmation
dialog also reminds the user of the current destination.
Figure 4.20: Changing the destination
After the user had chosen the preferred destination, the application will assist thc
user for the subsequent Hajj activities according to the flow chart sequenccs for thc
preferred path until the user completed all the Hajj activities. For Tawaaf, Sace and
Head Shaving, these activities applied the same procedure as in the Umrab part. Tbc
same choosing destination (activities) procedure will be applied every times the user
have the options to choose the destination.
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There are some activities that can only be done after a specific date such as Mabit at
Mina and Pelting at the Three Jamrat. An alert dialog will be shown if the user has
not reach the valid time to perform these activities. Refer Figure 4.21 for the alert
dialog for Mina checkpoint.
Figure 4.21: Mina Checkpoint
Besides that, a dialog notification will appear if the user had achieved any of the Hajj
achievements; Tahallul Awal and Tahallul Thani. The dialog notifications also
shows the details for each type of Hajj achievemenB as shown in Figure 4.22(a) and
Figure 4.22(b).
Figure 4.222 Hajj Achieveme,nt Dialog
(a) Tahallul Awal Dialog (b) Tahallul Thani Dialog
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After the complete performing all the Hajj activities, the user will be give options to
choose either Nafar Awal or Nafar Thani. Refer to Figure 4.23 for the screen shot of
the choosing Nafar options. choosing Nafar Awar means the user onry needs to pay
the Hajj dumm, if any, to complete his Hajj. on the other hands, choosing Nafar
Thani means the user needs to perform pelting at the Three Jamrat one morc tirne,
stay at Mina for another one night and pay the Hajj dumm if the user committed any
of the prohibitions.
If the user decided to change the Nafar, a confirmation dialog will pop up to noti$
the user about the changes as shown in Figure 4.24. This dialog also remind the uscr
regarding the current Nafar the user had chosen before.
Flgure 4.242 Changing Nafar Dialog
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Figure 4.23: Choosing Nafar
After completed all the Hajj activities, the user need to pay the Hajj dumm, if any.
The paying Hajj dumm procedure is the same with paying Umrah dumm. The user
only need to check on the prohibitions been committed and the application will
automatically display the dumm that the user need to pay. However, for Hajj
activities, the dumm check will be done twice to ease the user. The first time is after
the user achieves Tahallul Awal, and the second time is after the user had completcd
all the Hajj activities.
After done with the paying dumm, if any, a dialog box will appesr noti$ing thc uscr
regarding the pilgrimage status. Refer Figrre 4.25 for the pilgrimsge ststus dialog
box.
Flgure 425: Pilgrim Status (Haij)
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As a user-friendly application, this application display toast message containing
friendly instmction purposely to guide the user on how to use the application.
However, this toast message will be displayed on certain screen activiry only. Refer
Figure 4.26 for the toast message.
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Besides that, the author also include menu bar consist of Help bunon and Exir butron
for main menu and one additional button which is Prohibitions for each activiry
screen. Help button will inform user on how to user the application. Exit bunon will
exit the application and Prohibitions button displays the thirteen ( l3) Prohibitions
during Ihraam.
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4.10 Post-Implementation Survey
The author had conducted a survey for the Real-Time Hajj Mobile Guidance (Haii-
G) prototype in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the prototype. This survey
consist of ten (10) rating questions to evaluate the user-friendliness, informatively
and usability of the protoqrye and one (l) open-answer question for improvement of
the prototype. Refer Appendix 3 for the survey form. It had been done to a group of
target respondent aged 15 years old to 54 years old.
Below are the result gathered from the survey:
I. The graphical user interface of the application is user-friendly.
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m. Hajj-G will help the "Last-Minute" pilgrims to perfiorm Haii easily.
IV. I found out the Haij-G application to be more interactive compared to Hajj
guidance books.
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VI. By using Hajj-G application, I do not have to worry if I cannot remember all
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The Hail Progress helps me keep track of the progress of the each Hajj
activity effectively.
In conclusion, the overall feedbacks from the respondens are positivc and they
strongly agree that this application is effective in giving Haji mobile guidance for
pilgrims. There are some suggestions for improvemcnt ftom the respmdeos.
Among the improvements are; include alarm reminder, video demos with agdio for











In the nutshell, Real-Time Haj Mobile Guidance able to overcome problems faced
by the pilgrims and Hajj experts that been discussed previously in Chapter l. The
functionalities of this application fulfill the objectives of developing this application.
The author had successfully conduct a research on the best technology plaform for
this application and interviews to the pilgrims and Haji experts to get a better
understanding on the real siruation faced by them. Analysis and design phase of thc
system also had been completed. The package diagram of the application and thc
flow chart of the Halj activities had been design to get the clear picture of how thc
application works. This application undergoes few cycles of protot)?ing cyclc phase
before the author able to come out with the final prototype. Qualified tester hrd
tested the prototype during the testing phase and a survey had been conducted for
improvemant and recommendation.
This application able to assist pilgrims in terms of the Haji activities that needs 19
perform since it provides real-time guidance to the users. It can also provide the list
of Hajj pillars and obligatory acts that the pilgrims had done, thus the pilgrims can
view their Haji progress from the checklist. Therefore, this application is expcdcd to
increase the efficiency of the traditional manual guidance grven by the Hajj experts.
6L
5.2 Recommendations and Future Work
The first recommendation for this application is to add more information for each
Hajj activities in the application. This application is still in Version 1.0 which the
application only comprises important information for each Hajj activities. By having
extra information for each Hajj activities in future, the pilgrims whom not really
prepare for Hajj can use this application as their preparation in performing Hajj.
In addition, Real-Time Haji Mobile Guidance should have video demos and audio
for each of the Hajj activities. The purpose of having the video demos is to provide a
better understanding for the pilgrims on how to perform the activity. It will be more
convenient to use this video demos instead of getting the guidance from the Hajj
experts or other pilgrims. The audio will be added to guide the pilgrims on how to
correctly perform the prayer during each Hajj activities. This alternative will be more
effective rather than the Haii experts need to guide each pilgrim during the Haji
journey.
For time being, the Real-Time Hajj Mobile Guidance is only designed for Hajj
Tammatu', which is only one from the three types of Hajj due to the time constraints.
Currently, only pilgrims whom performing Hajj Tammaru' can use the application.
The author plans to implement the Hajj activities for the other two rypes of Haij; Hajj
Ifrad and Hajj Qiran in the developed application. Thus, make the application
compatible for all type of Hajj. This will widen the range of pilgrims whom can use
this application.
Real-Time Hajj Mobile Guidance is a mobile application for Android platform,
which means only smart phones, which embedded with Android OS can usc this
application. This application can be further enhanced to make it compatible with iOS
and Symbian OS since these two mobile OS also have the high market share in thc
world. However, the decision of making this system compatible with the othcr
mobile OS will be based on the market demand on the application.
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Appendix 3: Post-Implementation Survey
Real.Time Haii Mobile Guidance (Haii.G) Prototype Testing
purpo8€ of thiE srrv€y is to evaluab the efiociivsr€ss of the Real-Tme Haii ltloblb Arkbnce (F|aI€)
ication in guiding frlgrims porfoming Haji.
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